ILUTEX frame
flat, rimless LED light frame for
changeable motifs indoors

The elegant solution for exceptional interior design!
Use our ILUTEX frame in the following areas:
interior design | museum and exhibition construction | trade fair and store fitting |
visual communication | image transfer

The wide range of possible applications results from decisive features:

▪

borderless stretching frame made of high quality aluminum profiles for easy wall mounting

▪

for exchangeable foil or textile displays as image motifs as desired

▪

homogeneous surface illumination

▪

great elegance due to extremely flat design

▪

suitable for flush mounting in wall panels

▪

energy-efficient LED technology

▪

almost invisible power supply due to elegant, specially developed flat cable

▪

flexible production according to customer requirements

PRODUCT-DETAILS
▪ available up to size 1,20 x 2,50 m
▪ frame profile height 20 mm
▪ any motif as print (min. 100 dpi) on backlit foil or textile
▪ energy-efficient 12/24 V LED technology ≙ 14/16 W/m (reference length light strip)
▪ service life: > 50,000 h
▪ color temperature: approx. 3500/5000/7500 K
▪ luminous flux: approx. 80 lm/W
▪ optional accessories: 12/24 V power supply, remote control with dimmer,
▪ aluminum hanging strip, flat cable in white or silver

Light modules for creative people

Contact:

As a proven solution that nevertheless meets
individual customer requirements, prevedo
ILUTEX frame offers a great deal of creative
freedom. Thanks to its variability, it covers a
wide range of spatial and technical
requirements. Due to its lightness and perfect
illumination, it creates an extraordinary room
ambience.
Elegant, economical and reduced to the
essentials - these are the modern light frames
from prevedo, created exactly according to your
wishes.
We are committed to ensuring that your
messages are put in the right light in the best
quality and thus have a lasting effect.
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